The SAT problem
A truth assignment is a mapping f that assigns 0 or 1 to each variable in its domain; we shall enumerate all the variables in this domain as x 1 ; : : : ; x n . The complement x i of each such variable x i is de ned by f(x i ) = 1 ? f(x i ) for all truth assignments f; both x i and x i are called literals; if u = x i then u = x i . A clause is a set of (distinct) literals and a formula is a family of (not necessarily distinct) clauses. A truth assignment satis es a clause if it maps at least one of its literals to 1; the assignment satis es a formula if and only if it satis es each of its clauses. A formula is called satis able if it is satis ed by at least one truth assignment; otherwise it is called unsatis able. The problem of recognizing satis able formulas is known as the satis ability problem, or SAT for short. 
Branching rules
Each recursive call of DPLL may involve a choice of a literal u; algorithms for making these choices are referred to as branching rules. It is customary to represent each call of DPLL(F ) by a node of a full binary tree: if a call represented by a node brings about calls of DPLL(F ju) and DPLL(F ju), then the call of DPLL(F ju) is represented by the left child of and the call of DPLL(F ju) is represented by the right child of , else is a leaf. The shape and size of this tree depends not only on the input formula F, but also on the branching rule B that is used; we shall let T (F; B) denote the tree. To see how dramatically a choice of B can in uence the size of T (F; B), take the formula with variables x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n and clauses fx i ; x n?1 ; x n g; fx i ; x n?1 ; x n g; fx i ; x n?1 ; x n g; fx i ; x n?1 ; x n g (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n ? 2); fx j ; x j+1 ; x j+2 ; : : : ; x n?3 ; x n?2 g (j = 1; 2; : : : ; n ? 3): It is easy to see that this formula, G, is unsatis able and that, with branching rules MIN: \let u be the variable with the smallest subscript", and MAX: \let u be the variable with the largest subscript", jT(G; MIN)j = 2 n?1 ? 1 but jT(G; MAX)j = 7. However, one might object that, unlike the branching rules commonly used in DPLL, both MIN and MAX are arti cial: they disregard the structure of the (residual) formula from which u is to be chosen.
One branching rule that does not disregard the structure of the formula from which u is to be chosen has been proposed by Jeroslow and Wang 7] ; it goes as follows. Proof. Write r = 5t and consider the following formula, H t , with variables x 1 ; : : : ; x r , : : : ; x r+21 . For each s = 0; 1; : : : ; t ? 1, there are eight clauses involving x 5s+1 , x 5s+2 , x 5s+3 , x 5s+4 , x 5s+5 and their complements, fx 5s+1 ; x 5s+2 ; x 5s+3 g; fx 5s+1 ; x 5s+3 ; x 5s+4 g; fx 5s+1 ; x 5s+4 ; x 5s+5 g; fx 5s+1 ; x 5s+2 ; x 5s+5 g and fx 5s+1 ; x 5s+2 ; x 5s+3 g; fx 5s+1 ; x 5s+3 ; x 5s+4 g; fx 5s+1 ; x 5s+4 ; x 5s+5 g; fx 5s+1 ; x 5s+2 ; x 5s+5 g; in addition, there are 22 clauses involving x r+1 ; : : : ; x r+21 and their complements, fx r+1 ; x r+7 ; x r+13 g; fx r+2 ; x r+8 ; x r+14 g; fx r+3 ; x r+9 ; x r+15 g; fx r+4 ; x r+10 ; x r+16 g; fx r+5 ; x r+11 ; x r+17 g; fx r+6 ; x r+12 ; x r+18 g; fx r+1 ; x r+7 ; x r+13 g; fx r+2 ; x r+8 ; x r+14 g; fx r+3 ; x r+9 ; x r+15 g; fx r+4 ; x r+10 ; x r+16 g; fx r+5 ; x r+11 ; x r+17 g; fx r+6 ; x r+12 ; x r+18 g; fx r+7 ; x r+13 ; x r+19 g; fx r+8 ; x r+14 ; x r+19 g; fx r+9 ; x r+15 ; x r+20 g; fx r+10 ; x r+16 ; x r+20 g; fx r+11 ; x r+17 ; x r+21 g; fx r+12 ; x r+18 ; x r+21 g; fx r+13 ; x r+14 ; x r+19 g; fx r+15 ; x r+16 ; x r+20 g; fx r+17 ; x r+18 ; x r+21 g; fx r+19 ; x r+20 ; x r+21 g:
These last 22 clauses alone constitute an unsatis able formula ( 4] , bottom of page 56).
Altogether, H t has 8t + 22 clauses and each of these clauses has length three. It is a routine matter to verify that jT(H t ; MAX)j = 111; we will use induction on t to prove that jT(H t ; B)j > 2 t for every branching rule B with the Sensible Property. Trivially, jT(H 0 ; B)j > 1. any branching rule B with the Sensible Property, given H t with t > 0, chooses some x 5s+1 with 0 s < t to be u. In H t jx 5s+1 , the four literals x 5s+2 , x 5s+3 , x 5s+4 , x 5s+5 are monotone; { 5 { in H t jx 5s+1 , the four literals x 5s+2 , x 5s+3 , x 5s+4 , x 5s+5 are monotone. These monotone literals (together with the clauses containing them) are removed from the formulas by DPLL before the branching rule is consulted again. The resulting formulas, ((((H t jx 5s+1 )jx 5s+2 )jx 5s+3 )jx 5s+4 )jx 5s+5 and (( ((H t jx 5s+1 ) 
